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Mature Meryl and Hot Helen: Hollywood, Gossip and The 'Appropriately' Ageing Actress.
Dr Kirsty Fairclough--Isaacs, School of Arts and Media, University of Salford, UK. Introduction
In a 2009 article from the UK Guardian, Vanessa Thorpe writes, When a film star seduces someone 20 or 30 years their junior on screen, the audience doesn't bat an eyelid. In fact, it is an established cinema convention. If the older star is a woman, however, public reaction is harder to predict. But now Hollywood, so long accused of sexism because of the way it treats female talent, finally seems prepared to tackle a subject once regarded as beyond the pale: sex and the sixty--something woman. 1 Somewhat surprisingly, Thorpe implies that one of Hollywood's enduring battles has been won. What prompted this article was the success of Meryl Streep in It's Complicated (2009), the romantic comedy written and directed by Nancy Meyers and starring Streep as Jane Adler, a woman well into middle age who finds herself romantically pursued by her ex-husband who is finding life with his much younger 'trophy wife' stressful and unfulfilling.
Whilst Streep's enduring star power and performance in this film is noteworthy, it is quite a leap to suggest that Hollywood has cast off its long--standing regressive attitude towards its older female stars and is now squarely addressing the issue of middle--aged female sexuality.
However, in recent years, there has been an increased number of films starring and aimed at older women in major, often romantic roles in Hollywood. The along with Mirren, who will be discussed in detail in this chapter, has managed to secure major film roles well into her sixth decade, a feat almost unheard of in Hollywood. These actresses are clearly exceptions. Older female stars in Hollywood remain consistently linked with ageing narratives, in part due to the rapid acceleration of discourses of celebrity gossip, largely circulating online. The age narrative is the central trope in celebrity gossip discourses where the perpetual discussion of the age of female stars and whether their behaviour, lifestyle and look is 'age appropriate' feeds an increasingly dichotomised account of ageing femininity. Discourses in popular culture surrounding the majority of older female Hollywood stars are first and foremost framed in terms of narratives of ageing, which are always structured in terms of how well the actress is 'managing' her ageing process. It would appear that discourse surrounding the female star's face and body are the principal ways in which they are now both represented and consumed in the media. It is discourse about a star's ageing face and body that becomes the locus for discussion in the media. These women are still revered at one level, but they are also exposed, examined and scrutinised in order to reveal their corporeal construction and to somehow make visible the artificial nature of their identities.
In the context of a mass media that scrutinises every aspect of the ageing star, this to the perceived recent recognition of older women on screen in Hollywood and how it may appear that through their success, the maturing female star is now beginning to be revered rather than rejected in popular culture. It will examine how despite the perceived positive nature of these shifts, this acceptance appears only possible when it is also linked to the legitimacy of the 'craft' of acting, where certain actresses are spared unremitting scrutiny of their ageing process and are allowed to mature on screen because they are considered 'authentic' talents and therefore more 'acceptable' as ageing women. Both Mirren and
Streep are considered substantial talents therefore their appearances seem less important to their star image and indeed their ageing, yet they both actually conform to a rather narrow standard of beauty that Hollywood espouses. This chapter will also address the construction of the ageing female celebrity and the state of endless transformation, which appears to be so revered in postfeminist culture and will explore how these actresses are 'allowed' to age. Evidently others have a much more problematic relationship with Hollywood, celebrity and indeed their own ageing narratives such as Kelly Le Brock, Cher, be replaced by younger stars, seems to have undergone a shift. According to Siegel, those stars that were at the top of their industry a decade ago such as Sandra Bullock, Nicole Kidman and Cameron Diaz, are still there. Siegel argues that they are just as able to attract audiences as they once were. If this is the case, it is a seismic shift in thinking from an industry that has long mistreated its older female stars. In fact, there remains an endemic attitude to older female stars that they may appear on screen, but they should never look their age, unless it is a key element of the narrative of the film. Indeed, in the popular media, the older female face and body is regularly deemed ugly unless it has been modified 'correctly' by cosmetic surgery or is considered hyper--feminine and associated with glamour narratives from the bygone Studio System era. Ageing in the spotlight has long been couched in these terms, where the fact of ageing is considered something that must be fought rather than accepted or embraced. There are now huge contradictions in evidence in celebrity culture when discussing the representations of cosmetic surgery. Blum argues that there is a strong connection between celebrity culture and cosmetic surgery, and that the star system has actually worked to create a beauty norm that has led to the widespread adoption of cosmetic surgery. She states, Of course, stardom can happen only in the context of a large audience that converges in the celebration of the iconic actor. Consider how necessary this institutionalisation of star culture has been to the creation of a culture of cosmetic surgery. In order for cosmetic surgery to be appealing, not to mention a viable professional solution, enough of us have to agree on standards of beauty… the star is both the standard and an instrument of standardization. 4 Griffith is a product of Hollywood. She is the daughter of actress Tippi Hedren, has been working since she was 9 months old, has had a career of highs and lows, and was most notable for her widely lauded performance in Mike Nichol's Working Girl (1988), which gained her an Academy Award nomination. She has fought widely publicised battles with alcohol and painkillers and has been tabloid fodder for many years, particularly since her marriage to actor Antonio Banderas in 1996.
Much of the discourse surrounding Griffith is now focused on her inability to age well. There is very little positive coverage of her, she is perceived as a woman whose failure to use cosmetic surgery 'correctly' has resulted in her limiting her ability to gain work. In
2007, The Daily Mail showbiz section reporter Kristina Perdersen wrote,
When Melanie Griffith arrived at a film premiere last weekend, it was her plump lips and line--free forehead which drew all the attention.But a few days later on a shopping trip, the focus moved down a few feet --to her wrinkly knees. Although the actress does not turn 50 until August, the area exposed by her white cut--off jeans could have belonged to a woman of far more advanced years. 5 .
Indeed, this and similarly negative coverage on a plethora of gossip sites surrounding Griffith is linked to her supposed failure to understand that the processes of age management must be barely visible for a woman. singled out as bringing something unique to their craft. This appears to be linked to their backgrounds as classically trained actors and the idea that they bring a sense of gravitas to projects that they appear in.
Helen Mirren--ageing and the 'hot' body
As Imelda Whelehan suggests in her analysis of postfeminist discourses of ageing in then we don't. 9 Indeed, Mirren is one of the few exception in an industry that is youth--obsessed and she is singled out as bringing something unique to her craft. She is perceived as a slightly eccentric, yet authentic, glamorous example of how to not go under the knife and still 'age well'. What is interesting about Mirren is that she performs youthfulness very successfully and attempts to galvanise positive media debates about the older female body and face.
From her red carpet appearances to interviews, there is a sense that she is keenly aware that she is being judged as an older woman and appears to play around with this idea in the way that she dresses and carries herself. Sarina Lewis from Australia's Sunday Morning
Herald suggests, 'At 65, Dame Helen Mirren is more sexually charged goddess than cardigan--clad nanna, and she's at the vanguard of a new breed of 60--somethings for whom age is little more than a number. This group of women, previously consigned to the garbage bin of cultural irrelevance, are redefining long--held stereotypes and successfully battling society's youth focus to become a powerful new authority.' 10 Lewis clearly suggests that there is a binary opposition at work in both the cultural stereotype of the older women as a 'cardigan--clad 'nanna' and the idea of a female Hollywood film star as a 'sexually charged goddess'. It would appear that according to Lewis, there is little in between, but that this is being challenged by stars such as Mirren. Lewis argues that there has been a shift in the way that older women are perceived and are indeed perceiving themselves through the women that are currently representing their demographic in the popular media. However, the dichotomy remains that women such as Streep and Mirren are deemed acceptable, even attractive, because they do not display 'normal' signs of ageing. They are couched in a rhetoric of femininity, whereby because they look younger and very feminine, therefore they are still worthy of positive media attention.
If Mirren would have displayed an ageing body that is closer to the majority of 'normal'
women's bodies with the usual signs of ageing--wrinkles, weight gain, varicose veins, sagging breasts and cellulite, it is unlikely she would be considered a 'sexually charged goddess'. 13 In gossip discourses, both in the popular press and online, it is interesting to note that Streep barely appears in any gossip blogs or magazines in anything the commercial strategy term that reframes a franchise, comic book, character etc in order to revive it and profit from it. This is a useful way to situate the recent resurgence of Meryl Streep's career. By moving away from her characteristic intensity and dramatic works into lighter, more comedic roles, Streep has shifted her star image in recent years. While it is not completely uncommon for long career trajectories to function cyclically, which emulates the way that genre often functions in Hollywood, her ability to consistently work and still find success should not merely be understood in terms of the projects she is offered or the commercial success that may or may not follow. Indeed, Streep provides a complex and contradictory example of the newly acceptable ageing woman on screen, only acceptable because she ticks many of Hollywood's normative boxes in terms of her physicality in that she is slim, toned and conforms to Westerns standards of female attractiveness. Thus this acceptability is always within narrowly defined boundaries and those that do not conform to these very limited ideals will often find themselves unable to secure major roles in mainstream cinema.
The axis of talent and beauty.
In conclusion, both Mirren Streep represent unusual examples of ageing in Hollywood, whereas many of their peers have been unable to keep working continually in film and/or moved to television to find more complex roles or indeed roles at all. From this analysis, it is clear that Streep is revered for her talent and her refusal to display her body, whereas
Mirren is revered for her talent and for displaying her body. Whether or not their success is truly indicative of a new acceptability of a woman ageing 'naturally' in Hollywood remains to be seen, but both Streep's and Mirren's acceptability presents a more positive representation of the ageing female Hollywood star on screen. Indeed, there appears to be a link between the ways in which talent is configured in relation to beauty in Hollywood and in the media in general. Those actresses whose ageing is not received in a positive way are also not critically acclaimed for their work or are considered 'past their prime'. For some, the success of their performances in their youth can never be recaptured as they are unable to retain the essence of their looks that went with that performance. There are notable exceptions such as Judi Dench whose career in film has been enhanced as she has aged.
Indeed, representations of ageing women in post--feminist celebrity culture and the gossip industry reinforce the need for reinvention to avoid the pressure of the ageing process.
Celebrity culture and postfeminism offers ways to transcend time. Postfeminism suggests that meticulous management of the ageing process will somehow provide the means to rescue the self. Women, both famous and non--famous are taught to internalise temporal
